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The Jersey Shore Region would like to welcome
the following new members to its club!
Jeffrey Barner
2017 911 Carrera

Beverly Cheesman
2014 Boxster

Eric Hartz
2011 Panamera

Raymond Horan
1999 Boxster

Joseph Lynch
2014 Boxster

David Matsuk
2000 911 Carrera

Michael Moss
2018 911 Turbo S

Nikitas Moustakas
2004 911 Carrera 4S

Alec Price
2002 911 Carrera Cabriolet

Joseph Radke
2008 Cayman S

J. Robert Small
2019 911 Turbo S Cabriolet

Congratulations to the following for their membership anniversaries!

5 YEARS

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

Jan Rella

Mark Aikins

Wayne Becker

Justin Wolf

Victor Grazi

Samuel Mizrahi

Ohan Najarian

Marc Solomon

Steven Seidel

20 YEARS

50 YEARS

J.C. DiMaggio

Franklin Kerfoot

Steven Reya

Between sessions at NJMP - September 2011
Frank Kerfoot is on the far left side
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President’s Message
Dawn Schneider
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President
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908-803-0316
c21993@aol.com
Vice President
Mike Bavaro
732-493-2700
mike@bodymotion.com
Treasurer
Alan Resnick
732-991-7362
aresnick@chubb.com
Secretary
Richard Gardella
732-567-7827
richard_gardella@yahoo.com
Past President
Gary Tucker
908-461-4813
gtucker28@gmail.com
Track Chair
Greg Pfremmer
732-598-7348
trackchair@jsrpca.com
Track Registrar
Paul Solk
718-490-7447
psolk@comcast.net
Chief Instructor
Adam McInnis
732-842-1046
adam@oncore.com
Tourmeister
Bill Casey
732-223-3086
spdstr@verizon.net
Membership
Brian O’Sullivan
732-403-9439
membership@jsrpca.com
Newsletter Editor
Bill Tice
732-870-1063
wrt2013@verizon.net
Safety Chair
Dean Kelly
732-687-5284
safetychair@jsrpca.com
Webmaster
Adam McInnis
732-842-1046
adam@oncore.com

Happy New Year, Everyone!
Jersey Shore celebrated the holiday season again this year at Oyster
Point, overlooking the Navesink River. I certainly hope you were able to
attend, because it was a beautiful evening. Besides the great food, drink
and camaraderie, we were able to recognize an important member of the
Club. Greg Pfremmer joined Jersey Shore 15 years ago and has held many
key positions on the board--including President--during that time. His
passion and commitment have helped to make us the Club we are today,
and we are all so grateful!
I was also grateful for the level of participation at November's open
board meeting held at Woody's. The input was incredibly valuable, and I
took pages and pages of notes to review with the board at our January
meeting. Thanks so much to those of you who attended and gave your candid, honest feedback about what you like about Jersey Shore along with
ways that we can "mix it up" and become a better club. Stay tuned! And
know that we always want to hear your thoughts and recommendations. Please feel free to reach out personally to me anytime
(dawnschneider126@gmail.com/908-803-0316).
We typically have our annual "Rolex 24 at Daytona Party" at Woody's,
but this year we're moving to the Sea Girt Fire House. By the time you read
this the event will be over, but we're looking forward to a great time!
Don't forget to join Jersey Shore's new Facebook page. We're looking
for it to be a way for us to communicate with each other while we showcase
our beautiful vehicles.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/531778224258047/
Stay tuned for more details on the 2020 Jersey Shore calendar by month
end. Some of our tried and true events like Donovan's Clam Bake will definitely be repeated, but we are planning to add new and different events as
well. I hope to see many of you at these events over the course of the year---and just remember----less than 70 days till Spring!!
I want to welcome Dean Kelly as our newest board member. Dean will
be Jersey Shore's Safety Chair moving forward. We're so excited to have
his expertise and enthusiasm on the board!
Dawn
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Dealer’s Perspective

By Scott Patterson
scott.patterson@penskeuautomotive.com
Happy New Year everyone! I hope everyone had a wonderful and memorable holiday season sharing
good times with friends and families. 2020 sounds like something from a science fiction movie!
Sometimes after the holidays, January seems to be a tough month to get through. It can be cold and
dreary. All the excitement and shared family and vacation times can make January feel like a letdown.
Fear not! January 2020 has already given us some awesomeness! Here at the store, we received our first
Taycan! The car, a Taycan Turbo in Gentian Blue, rolled off the truck a week ago on Saturday. There was
real excitement here, and we had a crowd of employees and customers standing outside watching its arrival. It was the first time that I had seen one in person and it makes a great first impression! The JSR PCA
team was here last week and were able to get their first look as well. I love seeing reactions to cars like the
Taycan. It is simply like nothing else out there at the moment. I had a Tesla owner stop in last Wednesday and as soon as he sat in the car and closed the door he said, “This is no Tesla.” It certainly is not! Everyone stayed tuned for our Taycan launch event. It will be in early March and we are all looking forward
to it.
What else does January bring? Well, the Rolex 24! The new Porsche 911 RSR had a fantastic North
American debut with a double podium. I know many of you got together to watch and I was watching a
good bit of the racing. The cars had no technical problems and after almost 790 laps they were just short
of victory. Endurance racing is fascinating on so many levels but to have the top 3 cars separated by less
than 20 seconds after 24 hours of intense racing is just amazing. Congratulations to the teams behind car
numbers 912 and 911!
How about something else exciting about January? Well, we have the Super Bowl coming up this weekend. Whether you are pulling for the Niners or the Chiefs, or maybe just want to see a good game Porsche
will be playing a role in the game as well. For many who watch, their favorite part of the game is the commercials. This year, Porsche has a Super Bowl commercial. The commercial, called “The Heist”, is intended to generate anticipation and interest in our first fully electric vehicle – the Taycan. Porsche has done
this in a really clever way, their take on “Night at the Museum.” We won’t see Ben Stiller but you just
might see some of your very, very favorite Porsche sports cars. Stay tuned for that TV spot!
Now that the Taycan is here the next models I am looking forward to seeing are the base Carrera, the
Macan Turbo and the Cayenne Coupe. In fact, base Carrera sports cars rolled off the truck this past Saturday which means our 911 portfolio is filling out. I might take a base Carrera out for a drive today! The
Macan Turbo and the Cayenne Coupe are a little further out. We’ll see them in earlier March and I am excited about both. It is the power of the new Macan Turbo that I am looking forward to experience most,
now with 434HP. For the Cayenne Coupe, it is the design of this new model that has my attention. The
rear flyline, reminiscent of the 911, is the immediate styling differentiator. The story does not end there
though, the Cayenne Coupe has wider rear axle, and therefore a more muscular appearance. 2020 is off to
a tremendous start, all the best from everyone here at Porsche Monmouth. Be sure to say hello the next
time you are in!
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* * IMSA Northeast Grand Prix (Possibilities) * * *

Jersey Shore is considering a caravan up to Lime Rock in mid July for
the Weathertech Series Northeast Grand Prix. Please send Dawn
Schneider an email if you think you'd be interested in participating
(dawnschneider126@gmail.com).
We're trying to gauge level of interest. Thank you!

JSR/PCA members ushered in the 2020 season of the IMSA Weathertech Sportscar
Championship, gathering at the Sea Girt Fire House to watch the green flag drop for the
Rolex 24 at Daytona.

The Rolex 24 is now in the history books, however we will have an opportunity to see
these amazing sportscars in action, when the Weathertech Series Northeast Grand Prix
comes to Lime Rock Park in Lakeville, Ct. on Friday, July 17 & Saturday, July 18, 2020.
Jan and Curtis Watts have attended the Northeast Grand Prix the past three years,
and each year has been fantastic. Don’t miss this opportunity to see the Porsche Werks
GTLM 911 RSR’s up close and personal, and connect with fellow Porsche owners from all
over the northeast, at PCANA’s Porscheplatz.
Details of last year’s visit to Lime Rock Park will appear in a future issue of the Shoreline.

* * * FYI on Member Inputs ! * * *
In keeping the PCA slogan, “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people”,
club members are being offered the opportunity to have input to the Shoreline
or having their vehicles showcased in upcoming email blasts.
Member Photos - Email a photo, including year, make, color and model to Brian
O’Sullivan; membership@jsrpca.com. Feel free to include yourself, family, friends or
even the family pet in the photo if you so choose.
Member Articles (and photos) for publication in the Shoreline are also welcome!
Email your article/photo(s) to Newsletter Editor at wrt2013@verizon.net.
Inputs will be reviewed for publication, space allowing, on a first in basis.
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* * * FYI on Recent Happy Event ! * * *

"Engagement at Porsche Monmouth” 1/22/20

"We know how much we all love Porsches,
but this is taking love to a different level!”
Congratulations !
Paul Solk and Coral Magbanua
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Track Talks - Riding the Roller Coaster - Paul Solk

Riding the Roller Coaster we call Racing…
Where does one start when describing one of the greatest experiences of their lives? For me it starts with
a Thank You. Thank you to the entire team at Bodymotion Racing, Mike Bavaro, AJ, Dougie, Morgan and
everyone behind the scenes in the shop who don’t get the opportunity to get to the track with us.
2019 was a heck of a year. The highs and the lows, the lessons learned, the grit, determination and ultimately results will be with me forever. It’s hard to believe that it was a year ago that we were prepping the
car and getting ready to head to Sebring for the Season opener. From Sebring Florida to Watkins Glen NY
to New Jersey Motorsports Park to West Virginia all the way back to Daytona Florida and then the return
trip home, the Bodymotion hauler put on some miles hauling these cars all over the country for us. Not to
mention their trips to Atlanta, Wisconsin, Connecticut, Virginia and who knows where else enabling Porsche Club Racers like myself to experience the thrill of a race weekend.
So here I sit a full year later reflecting on the year that was. My conclusion is that the lessons learned at
the racetrack will forever stay with me in life. Sitting in that race car requires a certain mindset. Some have
it, some learn it as they go. For me it was and is an ongoing lesson. Anyone can accept the highs that come
with racing, the adrenaline, the thrill, the fulfillment of a lifelong dream but what truly makes racing unique
is the amount that is out of your control. From our success in Sebring to a failed High Pressure Fuel pump
in Watkins Glen to New Jersey where an unfortunate accident left the Bodymotion crew with the task of repairing a front end, fenders, cooling system, headlights and band-aiding the nose of my car together so we
could go out and get our National Championship points. It was my first car to car contact on a track but no
choice but to get back in the car as soon as it was ready and get back out there to finish our races!

Mission accomplished, not how we intended but we got some points at New Jersey. Missing the first
race meant it was on to Summit to continue the points hunt. All we needed to do was finish first in all 3 races and we could theoretically clinch the championship at Summit Point. Practice looked good. Having never been to Summit we were running a second off the I class lap record pace and quick enough for an overall
podium. Things are looking and feeling good. 15 minutes to qualifying I suit up, strap in yet to my despair
no matter how hard I press the throttle the car won’t move. (cont.)
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Track Talks - Riding the Roller Coaster - Paul Solk (cont.)
A bewildered radio call from myself to the team yields nothing as the radio has gone dead as well.
Watching everyone else roll to grid for Qualifying I sit helpless as the team pushes the car backwards for
diagnosis. With a mighty scream from within my helmet I get out of the car and leave it to the experts.
Head in hands but confident that if it can be fixed Bodymotion will fix it I sit and watch as qualifying
wraps up. OK, we can still go out from last and do this! No time to lose faith now. Unfortunately, that
was all she wrote. With a failed PDK we loaded the car back into hauler, no points gained, no races completed and headed back to New Jersey to regroup. What started out so positively in Sebring was crumbling before my eyes. Leaving Summit, I had lost the championship points lead and all looked to be
done. Hey, 2nd place isn’t the worst result in the world.
Would I really be happy with 2nd though??? Losing a National Championship by 16 points after everything we had been through as a team didn’t seem like the way to end the year. I still remember sitting in
Mike’s office trying to strategize as a team what we were going to do. I don’t think anyone on this team
ever doubted it but mentally I needed to be in the right place after the last few races and now I was and
so it began. The mad scramble to 1. Find a PDK transmission, get it shipped to the US, have it driven
straight through the night from Texas to NJ so Bodymotion can install it and get the car prepped for the
season ended in Daytona! Decision made we weren’t ending our year like that! Just finishing two races
in Daytona would mean a 9-point National Championship lead and we weren’t ready to go down without
a fight! Bodymotion once again went above and beyond, transmission swapped and car prepped, they
loaded it up and headed to Daytona! Remember all we need to do is finish, but there is a magical saying,
you need to be in it to win it… It made the radio call to the team that I had hit the wall in the bus stop,
had wedged the car into the tire wall getting myself stuck and requiring emergency services to come pull
me out. The most painful words of the race season came over the radio “guys, I think we are done”, but
once again, Bodymotion to the rescue. (cont.)

Photos by the Daytona Track Photographer

Left to right …..
Mike Bavaro, Al Saker, Paul Solk, Dougie Livingston
and TJ!
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Track Talks - Riding the Roller Coaster - Paul Solk (cont.)
Not only did they fix the car (fix is a relative term) but they fixed me in the process. The emotional
highs and lows were really taking their toll on me and the team, the car had been through the ringer and
back, but no one was prepared to give up. Missing Qualifying we went to grid dead last. Starting P47
spots back we rolled out onto the banking of Daytona with a plan, went out and executed. We moved up
40 spots to P7 and got the critical points necessary! Out for Race 2 in P7 and moving up the grid steadily,
everything felt great and then with less than 10 minutes left the rain came and the car seemed to lose all
power. Frantically we pit in the rain, power cycle the car and go go go. Unfortunately, the car was screaming No No No. Back into limp mode on the banking, back into the pits, another power cycle and back out
we go just trying to limp it home and that is exactly what we did. Watching the mirrors constantly and
letting faster traffic through we did what seemed so unlikely at so many points through the year. We stuck
with it and that last checkered flag of the season meant so much more than the end of the race. All those
lessons learned throughout the year were tested in one weekend, persistence, positivity, understanding
what you can control, learning to let go of what you can’t, keeping your demeanor and cool when everything seems to be working against you and NEVER failing to believe are lessons that go so far beyond a
race track and are critical to success at the track and in life…
All those lessons and experiences culminated a year of highs, lows, victories, defeats, obstacles we overcame together, tremendous personal growth and ultimately a 2019 I Class National Championship.
And that brings us full circle because here we are a year later; the National Championship Dinner is in 2
weeks at Sebring Raceway for the 2020 season opener! It’s already time to do it again! So, while you may
be thinking its cold outside track days will be here again quicker than you can blink an eye. Get yourself
ready, get the car ready and suit up because we expect to see you at the track with us in 2020!

>> Photos related to Porsche Approved Collision Center article >>
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Porsche Approved Collision Center or PACC - Mike Bavaro
On Saturday January 25th the Northern New Jersey PCA region held a tech session at Bodymotion in
Ocean Township N.J. Just the day before it was discussed to postpone the event due to Mother Nature’s intervention of two inches of rain throughout the day. PCA members are a tough bunch and the event went as scheduled. Jersey Shore PCA region members joined in and about a dozen JSR along with 40 or so NNJR members
were in attendance. Many of the NNJR members commented that the drive was much less than expected, Ocean
Township is exit 105 off the Garden State Parkway, Ocean county is exit 75.
With the main showroom at Bodymotion packed full, the group marveled at the 2020 Porsche GT2 MR Clubsport on display. The car serial numbered 82 of only a 200-car production run was in full view. Michael Bavaro,
owner of Bodymotion talked to the group about the brand-new race car and informed the gathered members as
to the topic and purpose of the meeting. A short talk on the days program revealed a stunning difference in today’s technology in repairing modern Porsches. Porsche Cars of North America has a program to allow independent (non-dealer owned) shops to properly repair damaged Porsches. The program is called Porsche Approved Collision Center or PACC. Rigorous training and equipment inventory is a large part of this authorization. Yearly audits are mandatory and PACC centers must comply with many of the same quality control requirements, audits and customer satisfaction as authorized dealers. Porsche does not want their cars to be repaired in non-authorized shops. Porsche Motorsports of America or PMNA also recognizes Bodymotion as an
official repair center for aluminum and steel race car repairs.
The assembled group noshed on bagels and coffee as the program was introduced, then the members went into
the repair shop.
Members were introduced to the Body Shop and General Manager of Bodymotion, Mr. Dave Reinhard., Dave
has been with Bodymotion for 34-years, is a certified auto body and paint tech, certified I-Car master tech and
certified Porsche aluminum repair tech and estimator. Also joining the presentation was Master Certified aluminum and I-car tech Ken Ganz, also a 30-year employee at Bodymotion and head aluminum repair technician
along with Bill Darby who is currently working toward his certification. Bodymotion’s in house IT guru Derek
Hopkinson put together a video and still presentation on screen.
PCA members were then taken on a tour to show how a steel bodied Porsche was getting a rear frame rail,
wheel housings and quarter panel. The demonstration showed how steel cars absorb collision forces and what is
required to repair them. Many techniques are tried and true and have been used for years repairing all makes
and models of unitized body constructed vehicles.
Ken Ganz went on to a live demonstration to show how the cars are assembled at the factory and in the
Bodymotion shop with resistance welders. These are required to match the original build back in Germany. The
machines are exactly-the-same make and models as used on the factory floor. Special attention is given at every
repair step to insure adequate corrosion protection. Something non-PACC shops may not be concerned with,
but Porsche and Bodymotion want these cars to last as-long-as a non-repaired car with little or no evidence of
repair.
Another demonstration of technology was shown with the laser measuring system. Rulers and tape measures
are a tool of the past, the computer plots the entire underside, chassis, suspension and upper body and compares to a non-damaged factory car. The customer is handed a printout which shows exactly what is damaged
and how much damage. No guess work, no smoke or mirrors, just hard facts. Insurance companies are given
these chassis plots that allow sufficient procedures to properly repair the car back to pre-accident condition.
Ken, Bill and Dave went onto a 2016 aluminum body Porsche and showed the group how aluminum components are removed from a damaged chassis and how new aluminum parts ,which are not sold to anyone except a
PACC shop, are prepared for bonding, and riveting onto the chassis. Common replacement of front shock towers was demonstrated live, including a discussion on the need for Porsche only bonding adhesives, rivets and
other assembly hardware, everything is coated and protected against corrosion, thus helping to maintain your
Porsche’s value in years to come.
Videos and still photos were projected onto a large screen so that everyone in attendance could see some of
the repairs that have been done in the shop,
Including a time lapse presentation that chronicled a recent complete body change over known as a “re-tub”.
The final stop was an observation of Bodymotion’s “clean” room as members gazed thru a clear plastic curtain
wall of a repair that was on going to a green Porsche. Utmost attention is given to cleanliness and since the repair was on going, only white jacketed aluminum repair techs are allowed in. Questions and answers were discussed as the group enjoyed a lunch of Jersey Mikes sub sandwiches.
The members were very actively involved and based on the feedback they genuinely understood the need, if
by chance ever needed, to have your Porsche repaired by a PACC shop. The members showed their gratitude
and send many e mails to the shop with compliments to all the Bodymotion staff for their professional presentation. I think a follow up meeting maybe in the future for those that missed this one.
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Holiday Party - Oyster Point Hotel - December 7th !
On December 7th , fifty members of our Jersey Shore Region celebrated the holidays while overlooking the
banks of the Navesink River. The weather was beautiful - considering it was December in New Jersey. Premium cocktails, delicious food and wonderful camaraderie made for the perfect evening. The most special
part of the night, however, was the Lifetime Achievement award presented by Region President Dawn
Schneider to Greg Pfremmer. Dawn thanked Greg for his continued commitment to Jersey Shore and for
working diligently over the past 15 years to help make the club what it is today. Rob Cimler and Mike Gussis
added their congratulations to Greg. Many thanks to everyone who made the evening a success!
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Holiday Party - Oyster Point Hotel - December 7th ! (cont.)
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Holiday Party - Oyster Point Hotel - December 7th ! (cont.)
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Holiday Party - Oyster Point Hotel - December 7th ! (cont.)

Photos
by
Yvonne Malcom
Marshall Wilharm
and
Bill Tice
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2020 Event Calendar
Jersey Shore Region Events
Items in italics are tentative.
Event
Rolex 24 (New Member Event - (2 to 6 PM)

Location
Sea Girt Firehouse - Sea Girt, NJ

Date
Jan 25

Planning for the remainder of JSR’s 2020 Events
is a work in progress.
Until such time as the full event calendar is ready
email blasts will be sent to members in advance as
individual events are scheduled.

PCA and Other Events
Event

Location

Date

Tech Tactics East 2020

PCNA Training Facility) Easton, PA

Feb 22-23

Werks Reunion 2020

Amelia Island, FL

Mar 6

Porscheplatz - Sebring

Sebring, FL

Mar 18-21

Porsche Only Swap Meet

Hershey, PA

Apr 18

PCA Club Race - Lime Rock Park

Lime Rock , CT

Jun 19-21

PCA Parade

Palm Springs, CA

Jun 21-27

Porscheplatz - Lime Rock Park

Lime Rock , CT

Jul 17-18

PCA Club Race – NJMP

Millville, NJ

Aug 14-16

Treffen at the Greenbrier

White Sulfur Springs, WV

Sept 16-20

2nd Annual Boardwalk Reunion

Ocean City, NJ

Oct 16-17

Rolex 24 Hours

TBD

Jan - 2021

